How to make profits with 4Life
INSTANT
DISCOUNT

®

™

As soon as they finalize their purchase, both
preferred customers and distributors receive
a 25% instant discount on the total PV over
100 LPs.*

EXAMPLE

1

4Life
Transfer Factor
Plus Tri-Factor
Formula x 4

™

50 LP

50 LP x 4=

200 LP

50 LP

50 LP

Discount =

25 EUR

50 LP

*The instant discount is not applicable to your first 4Life order.
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EXAMPLE

PROFITS FOR
RETAIL SALES
Buy 4Life products at wholesale prices
and resell them to make profits for
retail sales.

Purchased
for

50 EUR

Sold
for

Profit of =

25 EUR

75 EUR
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Obtain a 25% commission for
the product orders made by
consumers through your MyShop
personal account that you’re
provided by the company.

EXAMPLE

PROFITS WITH
PRO-TF™

50 LP

+

Transfer
Factor
Plus™

50 LP

=

Commission =

25 EUR

125 LP

With Rapid Rewards you receive a 25%
commission for the first LP order made by each
new preferred customer enrolled by you.

You will also receive a 12% commission for the
first LP order of each new preferred customer on
your second level, as well as a 5% commission
for the first LP order of each new preferred customer on your
third level.

EXAMPLE
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Order of

Order of

125 LP

25% of
375 LP=

72 EUR

Rapid Rewards are paid to your account within a few days*
after you qualify with a PV of 100 during the ongoing month.
*As of January 1, 2020, the payment of the first, second and fourth level for the first LP
orders will be modified. Enrollers shall receive a 25% commission and the person on their
immediate upline will get a 12%. The following two distributors on the immediate upline
that qualified will receive 5% and 2%, respectively. For the rest of payments, the rules
of the Life Rewards Plan still apply until all levels are paid. In order to receive a Rapid
Rewards payment, the distributor will need a PV of 100 during the ongoing month.

Order of

125 LP

40 €
160€
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TEAM-MITGLIED

100 LP

40 €

40 €
100 LP 100 LP 100 LP 100 LP 100 LP

Make the most of Me and My 3TM
to get €40, €160 or €640 each
month.

40 €

Each bonus will be achieved with
the structure and Team Volume.

160€

Sie
100 LP

640€

TEAM-MITGLIED

100 LP

40 €

40 €
100 LP 100 LP 100 LP 100 LP 100 LP

40 €

Distributors need to maintain a Loyalty Program
monthly order of at least 100 LPs to qualify for
Builder Bonus.

160€

100 LP

100 LP

100 LP

100 LP

TEAM-MITGLIED

100 LP

100 LP

40 €
100 LP 100 LP 100 LP 100 LP 100 LP
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TEAM
COMMISSIONS

NOTE: Commissions described in this table apply
to the first 100 LPs of each person in
your downline.
^LP: The commissionable sale value assigned to each
4Life product.
^^When a 6% commission is paid to a Diamond, an
additional 6% commission is paid to the following
Presidential Diamond or to the higher rank on the
upline. This is called Infinite Payout and does not apply
to the first order.
*PV = Principal Volume: the total amount of LPs
related to products you bought either to use or resell
to make a profit for retail sales, plus the products
purchased by consumers through your My4Life
account.
** Lines need to be independent and have at least
one distributor on the indicated rank or a higher one.
Distributors that qualify on those lines do not need to
be on your frontline.
***In order to qualify you need at least three
International Diamond lines, each of which with an
Organizational Volume (OV) of at least 50,000.
+Before qualifying for the first time as Gold
International Diamond, distributors need to qualify
first as International Diamond with 150,000 OV at least
once —i.e. qualifying as International Diamond, with
150,000 VO and three lines with 15,000 LPs each—.
++At least half of them need to be on the frontline. For
the ranks of Associate and Builder, they all need to be
on the frontline.
+++There is no specific PV requirement for people
enrolled by an Associate.

40 €

